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Abstract The feeling of presence is essential for effi-

cient interaction within Virtual Environments (VEs).

When a user is fully immersed within a VE through a

large immersive display system, his/her feeling of pres-

ence can be altered because of disturbing interactions

with his/her physical environment, such as collision with

hardware parts of the system or loss of tracking. This

alteration can be avoided by taking into account the

physical features of the user as well as those of the sys-

tem hardware and embedding them in the VE. More-

over, the 3D abstract representation of these physical

features can also be useful for collaboration between

distant users because they can make a user aware of

the physical limitations of the others he/she is collab-

orating with. In this paper we present how we use the
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Immersive Interactive Virtual Cabin (IIVC) model to

obtain this virtual representation of the user’s physical

environment and we illustrate how this representation

can be used in a collaborative navigation task in a VE.

We also present how we can add 3D representations of

2D interaction tools in order to cope with asymmetri-

cal collaborative configurations, providing 3D cues for

a user to understand the actions of the others even if

he/she is not fully immersed in the shared VE. Last,

we briefly explain how we plan to enhance 3D inter-

action and collaboration by embedding a symbolic 3D

user representation that will give 3D information about

his/her posture.

Keywords 3D Collaborative Virtual Environments,
Awareness of Collaboration, Perception of the Physical

workspaces of the users

1 Introduction

A 3D Virtual Environment (3D VE) is a virtual envi-

ronment where 3D objects are displayed to a user. A

user of such an environment is involved in a percep-

tion/action loop [41], and the success of his/her inter-
actions contributes to his/her feeling of presence in the
virtual environment [46]. Usually he/she can interact

with this virtual environment through dedicated input

devices. Chris Hand [26] proposed three categories of

interactions: navigation (the interaction with the user’s

viewpoint), interaction with the virtual objects of the

virtual environment (object selection, object manipula-
tion), and application control (interaction with 3D wid-
gets in order to change some parameters of the virtual

environment). This is very similar to the four categories

proposed by Bowman et al. [7] where the interaction
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with the objects of the virtual world is explicitly decom-

posed into selection and manipulation. Many efficient

interaction techniques have been developed in this area

in the past decades [8]. In addition, due to new 3D in-

put devices and 3D displays becoming widely available

for everyone, research in new 3D user interfaces is more

relevant than ever [6]. When an interactive 3D Virtual

Environment is deployed upon an immersive display
system, such as a CAVETM [13], a Head-Mounted Dis-

play (HMD), a workbench, or simply a large screen, we

talk about using Virtual Reality techniques in order to

explore this 3D Virtual Environment and interact with

it.

A 3D Collaborative Virtual Environment (3D CVE)

is an interactive 3D virtual environment where several

local or distant users can join to share a collabora-

tive interaction experience. It can be considered as a

Cognitive Infocommunication system [3] that enables

Intra-cognitive communication between users through

representation-sharing and representation-bridging in-

formation. It can also be used for Inter-cognitive com-
munication between users and (possibly remote) infor-
mation. Such examples of Cognitive Infocommunication

systems are presented in [25].

Moreover, 3D CVEs intend to make the users not

just remotely communicate, but rather really interact

together by sharing interactions in the 3D virtual en-

vironment. These interactions may happen on distinct

objects, on different parts of a same object, or even on

the same part (at the same time) of a shared virtual
object [31].

Object manipulation is a fundamental task of 3D

interaction in Virtual Reality (VR), and collaborative
manipulation of virtual objects by multiple users is a
very promising area [5]. Collaborative manipulation of

objects is indeed necessary in many different applica-

tions of VR such as virtual prototyping, training sim-

ulations or assembly and maintenance simulations [40].

In such virtual collaborative tasks, all the users should

participate naturally and efficiently to the motion ap-

plied to the object manipulated in the VE [24][28]. An-

other common use of 3D CVE is virtual navigation:

collaborative visits (museums, cultural heritage, archi-

tectural/urban project reviews) or collaborative games

(cars races).

In this paper section 2 presents the state-of-the-art
on providing awareness to users of VEs. Section 3 re-

calls the IIVC concepts and how they can be applied,

while sections 4 and 6 illustrate these concepts through

an example of design and one example of implementa-

tion. Section 5 presents how users can be provided 3D

cues to help them understand the actions of others even

if they are not fully immersed in the shared virtual en-

vironment. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper and

gives an outline of future trends within this topic.

2 Awareness in Virtual Environments

Embedding the user’s motion workspace into a virtual

environment offers the user an intuitive way to nav-

igate by moving his/her own body. It also makes it

possible to manage problems induced by the fact that

the virtual world is often larger than this real work-

space. For example, the 3DM graphical modeler [9] en-

ables a user to move on a “magic carpet” which repre-

sents the boundaries of the tracking area, he/she can
perform real movements on the “magic carpet” to in-
tuitively perform interactions. For long-distance navi-

gation, he/she can also drive the “magic carpet” into

the virtual world with a specific tool. For natural walk-

ing in virtual worlds within a restricted workspace, the

“Magic Barrier Tape” [12] displays the boundaries of
the physical workspace as a virtual barrier tape. It in-
forms the user about the boundaries of his/her walking
workspace defined by the tracking area or the display

devices. Moreover, even if they do not display the user’s

motion workspace in the virtual environment, previous

works about natural walking also have to consider these

workspaces in order to prevent the user from collid-
ing with the real environment or leaving the tracking
area [39][45].

Within collaborative virtual environments, under-

standing issues may occur to users whose viewpoints
are different [23]. Even if they can see the avatar of
each other user, its position and its orientation in the

virtual world as in CALVIN [29], users have difficul-
ties perceiving what the others see, and more generally
what they are doing and what they can do. To overcome

these perception problems, Fraser et al. [23] explicitly

outlined each user’s view frustum using a wireframe

model. By extension, the spatial model of interaction

proposed by [4] can be seen as an interesting approach

to describe users’ multi-sensory perception. This spatial
model defines sensory focus and nimbus for each user.
The focus corresponds to the area in which a user has a

sensory perception of other users or of virtual objects.

The nimbus corresponds to the area in which the others

have a sensory perception of this user. Moreover, users

carry their focus and nimbus while they move in the

virtual world.
To conclude, modeling users’ physical environment

improves user presence by matching the virtual world

with the real world and by providing an environment

safe from collisions or tracking problems. However, ex-

isting solutions do not deal with the representation of

physical devices in the virtual environment, and they
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can neither describe the spatial relationships between

these physical devices, nor model the users’ physical

workspace associated to each device. Other solutions

describe the organization of users’ physical environment

by a hierarchy of coordinate systems and introduce the

notion of workspace, but they do not consider the phys-

ical workspaces of a user as explicit 3D volumes. So the

notion of workspace introduced by Mulder et al. [32]
must be generalized to all the sensory workspaces and
to various devices. This is why we need a generic model

that enables VR developers to embed the users’ physical

environment into the VE when designing new applica-

tions, especially collaborative ones. We are presenting

here an extended version of our research results previ-

ously published in [18].

3 The IIVC Model

We have proposed the Immersive Interactive Virtual

Cabin (IIVC) [19] in order to cope with the problems

mentioned above. The IIVC is a generic solution that

considers the users’ physical environment during the

VR software design, its deployment and its use. This so-

lution provides a high-level model to describe, configure

and modify the users’ physical workspace organization,

whatever immersive devices are used.

We propose to model the users’ physical environ-

ment as a structured hierarchy of virtual workspaces.

Here we will focus mainly on the motion workspace (the

area w a user can move his/her body), the visual work-
space (what the user can see through and around a
display device) and the interaction workspace (the area
where a user can interact). We call stage the reference

workspace of our hierarchy of workspaces that depicts
the real-world spatial relationships between these work-
spaces.

3.1 The IIVC Concept

The IIVC can be defined as an abstraction of the users’

physical environment in the virtual world. It enables de-

velopers to implement their VR software without con-

sidering the physical devices to be used. For example,
developers only have to manage position, orientation
and scale of each user’s IIVC when they develop navi-

gation techniques. In a second step, each IIVC is con-

figured with the features of each user’s physical de-

vices (size, shape, hierarchy of workspaces). The IIVC

is based on three main components: the workspace, the

stage, and the conveyor :

– A workspace is a 3D space, defined by its position,

orientation and size. Most of the time it is defined

Fig. 1 The IIVC structure: the conveyor carries the stage

with its workspaces in the virtual world.

by the features of the used physical devices. For ex-
ample, motion workspace limits are often defined by

the boundaries of the area in which users can move:
position of the display devices of the immersive sys-
tem, or limits of the tracking area. Each workspace

has its own 3D shape and its own coordinate sys-

tem to locate smaller workspaces or objects (real or

virtual) that it contains.

– The stage is a virtual description of the users’ real

environment. It usually matches the room where

users interact, but it is also the virtual space con-

taining the virtual representations of users’ work-

spaces. The user’s workspaces are organized in a hi-

erarchy of included 3D spaces into the stage. The

stage uses its own coordinate system to locate di-

rectly or indirectly all the users’ workspaces and all

the objects of the IIVC. With this organization, the

IIVC model is able to deal with physical reconfigu-

ration such as modifications of workspace position

and shape, additions of new screens or other devices,

etc.

– The conveyor is the integration frame of the stage

into the virtual world. This conveyor is located in

the virtual world coordinate system, so it has its

own position, orientation and scale in this world.

The stage is linked to the conveyor with position,

orientation, and scale offsets (see Figure 1). The

conveyor also defines the navigation technique, the

travel direction, the rotation center, and the scale

of the IIVC. So the stage, its workspaces and conse-
quently the objects inside the workspaces are carried

by the conveyor when it moves or changes its scale

in the virtual world.

The conveyor is totally virtual, while the stage makes

the link between the real world and the virtual world.

With this splitting into two parts, we propose to de-

fine the limit of the stage as the last physical level
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which cannot move during the simulation. For ex-

ample, in a CAVETM, the limit of the stage will be
the box defined by the screen’s position.

Fig. 2 One user within his/her IIVC viewed by another user:
we can see him/her, his/her conveyor, his/her stage, his/her
view frustum and his/her virtual ray.

Our model solves issues induced by collaborative
sessions with remote users who interact from different

physical environments: it enables users to perform a

more effective collaboration by providing them a better

understanding of the others’ interaction capabilities, as

it integrates users’ physical workspaces and interaction

tools in the virtual environment (see Figure 2).

3.2 The IIVC Operators

The operators are the basic and generic operations that

are used to manage the IIVC structure. We provide a li-

brary that enables VR developers to implement several

features for navigation and interaction.

First, the basic operators (Bo) are:

Bo1: modify the position (6 DoF) or scale of an object,

Bo2: modify the features of an object (range of a virtual

light or a virtual ray, etc.),

Bo3: provide a new support to an object,

Bo4: modify the offset values of an object,

Bo5: add or remove an object into a workspace,

Bo6: provide a new conveyor to a stage,

Bo7: compute the local or global position of an object
in relation to another frame.

Second, we provide higher level operators, called ad-
vanced operators (Ao), obtained through combination

of basic operators, such as:

Ao1: superpose several stages or several conveyors,

Ao2: provide the same conveyor as a support to several

stages,
Ao3: link a conveyor to an object,

Ao4: detect the proximity of objects,

Ao5: compute the intersection of workspaces,

Ao6: modify the shape of a workspace (for example the

virtual frustum associated to a visual workspace),

Ao7: restrain DoF for position modification.

This set of seven high-level operators does not pre-
tend to cover all possible operations in a VE, it will

have to be extended in the future.

4 Example of Design of a 3D CVE

To illustrate the concepts of the IIVC model, let’s con-

sider the design of a collaborative application where two

distant users will co-manipulate a virtual table through

a 3-point manipulation technique.

In the example use-case scenario, one location is

equipped with a large immersive system and a set of

tracking devices, allowing for the user’s head and two

hands being tracked and used as an input modality for

e.g. 3D cursors. The other location is equipped with

only a desktop system and a 2D input device (such as a

2D mouse) used as an input modality for e.g. a 3D vir-
tual ray, and a low-cost webcam-based head-tracking
system used to change the user’s point of view when

he/she will move in front of his/her screen (see Figure 3

(b)).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 (a) The first user in his/her large immersive system
— (b) The second user with his/her desktop system

Indeed, the designer of such a distributed and multi-

user application is facing several complex topics to meet
its requirements: distribution and synchronization of
the shared objects, adaptation of the rendering to asym-

metric displays, adaptation of the interactions to asym-

metric input devices, description of the interactions and

providing of the good metaphor for co-manipulation.

Here we will focus only on interaction and collabora-

tion: the designer must describe both the interactive
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content of the virtual universe and the collaborative in-

teraction tools that will be used to drive this content,

through dedicated new collaboration metaphors able to

provide the users with the best collaborative 3D inter-

action experience. Here, there will be a table, two 3D

cursors, a 3D ray, an avatar of the position of the head

of the first user, and an avatar of the position of the

head of the second user. The 3D cursors and the 3D
ray will make it possible to manipulate the table by
using a 3-point manipulation technique [1].

Although it is important to work on abstract inter-
action and metaphors, sometimes the hardware features
of the real environment of the users must be embedded

in the run-time VR application to take into account the

physical environment of the users, such as the size and

the resolution of the screens of a VR immersive system,

as recommended by the IIVC model. So, this designer
also should be able to integrate a representation of the
run-time hardware components in the virtual environ-
ment, to make the users aware of the limitations of these

components. According to the IIVC model, it leads to

the creation of new virtual objects that must be added

to the CVE, corresponding to the users’ workspaces: a

representation of the bounds of the tracking systems
of each user, a representation of the display surfaces of
the first user, and a representation of the field of view

of the second user, as illustrated in Figure 4.

As an immediate result, providing a 3D model of
the physical environment and embedding it into the

virtual environment through the IIVC model can pre-
vent the user from hurting himself. Indeed, by track-
ing the user and through the knowledge of the position

of the real objects surrounding him/her, the IIVC can

compute the distance between the user and the real

objects (co-localized with their virtual representations)

and provide some warnings to inform the user of his/her

proximity to the real objects, especially those that are
difficult to perceive such as the display screens of an
immersive system, or those that cannot be perceived

because the user is using a HMD. Figure 5 illustrates

how it is possible to show the location of the display

screens of an immersive display to an immersed user in

order to prevent him/her from hitting the walls: when
the user stands far enough from the walls, the virtual
representations of the screens are totally transparent,
then when the user comes closer to them they become

visible, last when the user comes dangerously closer to

the screens they become totally opaque and we provide

additional feedback that can be also visual or can use

another mode of communication (for example we can
use sound feedback).

Nevertheless, in some cases this solution must be

enhanced, for example when other 3D virtual objects

of the virtual environment occlude the virtual objects

that represent the screens. To cope with these potential
occlusions, we have extended the visual effect to the
whole volume of the stage, as illustrated in figure 6.

5 Providing cognitive cues without

co-localization

As high-quality immersive systems are very expensive,

collaborative virtual environments sometimes use asym-

metrical configurations, and users can join collaborative

sessions through simple workstations. Most of the time

the actions of these users cannot be tracked so it is

not possible to establish a good co-localization between
their gestures and the virtual tools they are manipu-
lating. It is also difficult to use efficiently the classical

3D interaction metaphors. In such conditions, basic 2D

interaction tools such as a 2D pointer driven with a

classical 2D mouse can be as efficient as the usual 3D

metaphors for simple tasks such as object selection and

manipulation (3D positioning, for instance).

The main problem when using such basic 2D inter-

action metaphors is that it is difficult to make a user

aware of the interactions of the other users who are us-
ing classical 2D interaction tools because these 2D tools
are not associated with any 3D virtual objects.

Our idea is to use a 3D virtual ray [38] that could

be as easy to drive as a classical 2D mouse pointer.
This is the reason why we have proposed a new pointer
that looks like a 2D pointer but that can be associated
with a 3D geometry in order to visually appear within

a CVE, we call it the 2D Pointer / 3D Ray [16]. This

2D pointer can be used like a classical 2D pointer and

can be driven by any device that can control a 2D po-

sition: a classical 2D mouse, a gamepad, or a Nintendo
wiimote remote gaming controller. The 3D geometry of
this pointer will be a virtual ray, so other users can be

easily made aware of the movement of this 3D ray, in

the same way they can be made aware of the evolution

of classical 3D interaction metaphors. This 2D Pointer

/ 3D Ray will use the classical ray-casting technique

for object selection and manipulation. In this way, its
behavior is similar to the aperture-based selection tech-
nique [22] and to the technique developped in [44].

The result looks like a classical 2D pointer moving

on the surface of the screen. In fact it is a quite thin
and long 3D virtual ray, moving very near the user’s
viewpoint in order to avoid being occluded by objects

of the VE, staying always at the same depth. The ori-

entation of this 3D virtual ray is calculated in a way

that its projection on the screen is always a small spot,

as illustrated in Figure 7.
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Interactive object :
can interact with several
interaction tools
with sufficient access level

Low-cost head
Tracking system

3D joysticks
or trackers

Immersive
rendering
system

Desktop
rendering
system

High quality
Tracking system
for head and body

High quality
Tracking system
for head and body

2D input device

Interaction
tools:
abstract
3D cursors

Interaction
tool:
abstract
virtual ray

Representation of the
physical stage of the user

Representation of the
physical stage of the user

Representation of the
field of view of the user

Fig. 4 Modeling collaborative interaction in a CVE: the need to embed in the virtual world the physical features of the real
environments that surround the users

Fig. 5 Showing the location of the display screens of an immersive display to an immersed user to prevent him/her from
hitting the walls. From the image on the left to the image on the right, the 3D visualization of the front screen evolves from
being totally transparent to only 30% transparent as the user approaches with his/her hand (represented by the small red
cube). The objects placed in front of the screen are not affected by this change, it makes the user aware of which objects can
be reached safely by a physical move of his/her hand.

As shown in Figure 7, the 2D device used to con-

trol the pointer will provide the Xc and the Y c values,
and the Zc value is a chosen one, so the rho and theta

values can be calculated this way, if the rho angle (the
heading) is first applied around the Y axis and then

the theta angle (the elevation) is applied around the

X ′ axis :

– rho = atan(−Xc/Zc)

– theta = atan(Y c/sqrt(Xc ∗ Xc + Zc ∗ Zc))

This way, the user of the 2D Pointer / 3D Ray will

be using a 3D virtual ray that will behave like a 2D

pointer (see Figure 8(a)), while other users will see a

3D virtual ray moving thanks to the action of the first

user (see Figure 8(b)).

This 2D Pointer / 3D Ray is a new metaphor for 3D

interaction within Collaborative Virtual Environments:

the 2D Pointer / 3D Ray, which associates a 3D repre-

sentation with a 2D pointing device (for example a 2D

mouse). This metaphor allows an asymmetric collabo-

ration between users immersed within a CVE (via stere-

ovision and head-tracking) and users simply sitting in

front of the screen of their workstation. The user with-

out immersion will interact as easily as if he/she had

a simple 2D pointer, as the associated 3D ray (a 3D
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Fig. 6 Alternative way of showing to the user the limits of his/her physical environment, to prevent him/her from hitting the
walls. From the image on the left to the image on the right, a 3D visualization of the whole physical space (a 3D grid) evolves
from transparent to only 30% transparent as the user approaches the screen with his/her hand (represented by the small red
cube).

Fig. 7 Projection of the 3D Ray as a small spot on the screen.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 (a) On the left, user 1 moves a 3D slider with his/her
red 2D pointer and he/she sees the green 3D virtual ray of
user 2 ready to select another slider. (b) On the right, user 2
is ready to select a slider with his/her green 2D pointer while
he/she is looking at user 1 moving a slider with his/her red
3D virtual ray.

virtual ray) will be continuously moved and oriented in

a way that its projection on the screen of the user will

always be a small spot. The other users of the CVE will

be made aware of the action of this user thanks to the

movements of his/her associated 3D virtual ray.

6 Implementation example

Collaboration can provide a powerful technique for ex-
ploration of large unknown virtual environments. It makes

it possible to support exploring users to deal with lack
of spatial knowledge. Although CVEs have been de-
veloped to provide a framework of information sharing
and communication [30][14][11], collaborative naviga-

tion task in such environments has not been largely

explored and only limited attention has been devoted

to evaluate its efficiency in navigation in VEs.

It is essential for navigation in a CVE to support

communication between users because it is vital to un-

derstand what the others are referring to. So the com-

munication technique for collaboration, especially for

navigation in CVEs, should be simple, intuitive, ef-

ficient and non-verbal (because users do not always

speak the same language). Based upon these points,

our primary motive was to develop guiding techniques

enabling helping users to guide an exploring user to-

ward target places in complex large-scale CVEs. We

share this objective with the organizers of the 3DUI

Contest 2012 and its participants. As navigation aids,

some techniques had been proposed such as “anchors”

and a string of blue arrows that connects them or di-
rectional arrows [2][34], point light sources [10] or light
signal or beacons [35][34][43].

We have developed three guiding techniques in the

form of navigation aids (arrows, light source and com-
pass) that would enable one or several helping user(s)
to guide an exploring user who is traveling in an unfa-

miliar 3D VE efficiently. We have also proposed a fourth

solution that remotely takes the control of a user’s view-

point. The implementation of these guiding techniques

relies strongly on the IIVC model. A complete descrip-

tion of these navigation aids has been detailed in [33].
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6.1 Arrows

The first guiding technique is based on directional ar-

rows (see Figure 9) that are drawn in the view of the

helping users to indicate the direction or the path that

the exploring user has to follow. The helping users can
draw as many directional arrows of different sizes as
they want. However, so many directional arrows added
within the environment or too big arrows may affect

the immersion of the exploring user. As a result, the

helping users have to determine when, how and where

to put directional arrows to guide efficiently the explor-

ing user. These arrows will disappear after a while. So
the helping users are recommended to draw directional
arrows within the exploring user’s visibility zone.

Fig. 9 Directional arrows in the exploring user’s and the
helping user’s views.

6.2 Light source

The second guiding technique is based on a light source

used as a beacon to light up a path to target places

(see Figure 10). The exploring user cannot see the light

source itself but only its effect on objects within the

environment. The light source is attached to a support

(a 3D object) that can only be seen by a helping user.

This helping user controls the light source by moving

its support with a 3D cursor and shows up the path the

exploring user must follow. It is important for the help-

ing user to estimate if the exploring user can perceive

the effect of the light on the environment.

Fig. 10 Light source in the exploring user’s and the helping
user’s views.

6.3 Compass

The third guiding technique is based on a compass at-
tached to the position of the exploring user (with an
offset), a typical tool to navigate in VEs (see Figure 11).

The compass does not point directly to a target loca-

tion, but points to the location of another virtual ob-

ject that plays the role of the “north” of this compass,

and this object cannot be seen by the exploring user. A
helping user can control this “north” by moving it with
a 3D cursor, to show up to the exploring user the path
he/she must follow. So by moving the “north” of the

compass, a helping user can guide the exploring user to

pass across hallways, rooms, doors, etc. before reaching

the target location. It is thus a simple and powerful tool

to guide the exploring user in any VE.

Fig. 11 Compass in the exploring user’s and the helping
user’s views.

6.4 Remotely controlling the position of the main user

Our last proposition is to allow the helping user to grab

the main user to bring him/her near his/her next tar-

get location. This grabbing is very easy to implement

through our IIVC model of the exploring user’s envi-

ronment: the helping user has only to interact with the

conveyor of the exploring user. This technique can be

interesting when the main user moves too slowly or

when he/she badly understands the indications given

by the helping user. During this particular guiding, the

main user is made aware of the guiding through a semi-

transparent object that is surrounding him/her, invit-

ing him/her not to move during the guiding, as illus-

trated in Figure 12.

6.5 The guiding viewpoints

To be able to use these guiding techniques in an efficient

way, we built two principal kinds of views for helping

users: a bird’s eye view (see the parts on the right of

Figures 9, 10 and 11) and a first-person perspective by

“looking over the exploring user’s shoulder” (just like a
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Fig. 12 The main user surrounded by a blue grid inviting
him/her to stay immobile during the remote guiding. The
image on the left shows the view of the main user, while the
image on the right shows the view of the guiding user.

camera attached to the shoulder of the exploring user)

(see Figure 13). The bird’s eye view can be considered

as a 3D map or a World-In-Miniature [42]. To be effi-

ciently used, these views must contain the 3D represen-

tation of some physical features of the exploring user’s
stage, especially the position of his/her head which is

used to build his/her virtual field of view. All these

features are modeled according to our IIVC structure.

The representation of this field of view is dynamically

reshaped while the user is moving inside his/her stage.
Additionally, as this stage is attached to the virtual

conveyor used for navigation, this stage moves with the

conveyor and brings along the virtual field of view of

the exploring user.

Fig. 13 A “looking over the exploring user’s shoulder” view
of the helping user.

6.6 Asymmetrical collaborative navigation

The propositions we have made for guiding an explor-

ing user immersed in a 3D CVE use an asymmetrical

collaborative configuration for an exploring user and

helping users. Usually, asymmetrical collaborations can

be imposed by some materials limitations of one or sev-

eral users. In most cases, only one user (the exploring

user) benefits from a fully immersive system. This is

why we have provided helping users with some inter-

esting viewpoints (complementary to the viewpoint of

the exploring user) and guiding metaphors, even if these

helping users do not benefit from a fully immersive sys-

tem.

If helping users could also benefit from a full immer-
sion in the virtual environment, we could implement our

metaphors by providing the “over the exploring user’s

shoulder” view as the main view of helping users, and by

replacing the bird’s eye view by a 3D World In Minia-

ture (WIM). This WIM would be embedded in helping

users’ IIVC. For example, they could interact through

objects in the WIM to guide the exploring user: by trac-

ing directional arrows in the WIM; by manipulating the

miniature of the light; by manipulating the miniature

of “north” of the compass; or by moving the miniature

of the exploring user’s conveyor.

7 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper we have explained why most Virtual Re-

ality (VR) systems must consider the users’ physical

environment to immerse these users in a virtual world

and to make them aware of their interaction capabil-

ities. This avoids disturbing users’ interactions with

their physical environment that would alter their feel-

ing of presence. We propose to use the IIVC model that

enables VR developers to embed the users’ physical en-

vironment into the Virtual Environment (VE) when de-

signing new applications, especially collaborative ones.

Moreover, the 3D representation of these physical fea-

tures can be useful for collaboration between distant

users because they can make a user aware of the phys-

ical limitations of the others he/she is collaborating

with. We have explained how to extract the physical
features of the real environment of a user in order to
embed them in the VE and we have illustrated how
these features can be used for a collaborative naviga-

tion task.

All these features are implemented in the Collaviz

framework [15] dedicated to Collaborative Virtual Re-
ality, which is available for all partners of the VISION-
AIR1 project. Its implementation of the IIVC model

makes it easy to install in any immersive system of
this project, even if the partners prefer to use a spe-
cific 3D API for rendering, as its architecture makes it

possible to use several rendering engines [17]. Further-

more, its collaborative capabilities [20] make it possible

to deploy collaborative applications between several VI-

SIONAIR distant sites. Collaborative experiments have
already been conducted between IRISA/INRIA Rennes
(France) and University College of London (UCL) (Eng-
land) [21].

1 http://www.infra-visionair.eu/
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Frameworks for collaborative virtual environments

are now mature enough to allow researchers to focus
on higher-level description of collaboration rather than
on low-level system features. Establishing as automat-

ically as possible a good matching between the virtual

environment and the physical environment of the end-

users is still a challenge and our IIVC concept can be

an answer to this problem. However, describing all the
components of an instance of the IIVC is still a con-
sequent programming work, and a Model Driven Engi-

neering (MDE) [27] approach would certainly be very

useful, with a Domain Description language (DSL) for

describing the features of the physical environment and

their matching with objects of the virtual universe.

We still have to improve the collaboration between

distant users who are sharing a virtual environment, by

proposing more efficient metaphors for 3D collaborative

interactions. This topic is still very relevant: it was the

main subject of the 3DUI 2012 contest. We participated

to this contest by proposing some solutions based on the

Collaviz framework in order to enhance collaboration

between two users [34] and we will go on proposing new

solutions dedicated to fully immersive collaborations.

At last, we plan to use such collaborative framework

to animate collaborative ergonomics design sessions by

embedding a symbolic 3D avatar of a user in the frame-

work and share it with the other users. The idea is to

compute and visualize bio-mechanical risk factors in-

volved in musculo-skeletal disorder appearance at work

(e.g. posture scores, kinematic features, muscle forces,

. . . ) [36]. The worker (main user) will be immersed in

a virtual representation of the workstation while er-

gonomists (collaborators) see in real-time biomechan-

ical factors during the realization of work tasks. Col-

laborators then will be able to interactively propose

enhancements to the main user in the way he/she per-

forms the task (more comfortable postures, less awk-

ward motions) or to modify the working environment

(features position, work cycle organization, etc.). Some

metaphors inspired from the guiding techniques we pre-

sented in part 6 could be designed and tested for such

purpose. Prior to the use of such tool, a qualification of

the framework and the simulator in terms of fidelity is

warranted [37]. Such use could be extended to several

other activities, such as coaching, training or reeduca-

tion.
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